
                                                                                             
 

 
APIN REGISTRATIONS NOW OPEN 

February 20,2019 
 
 
 

A new circuit is just around the corner to pave the way for tennis in Asia. The reformed and 
revitalized Asian Tennis Tour (ATT) is an initiative to bridge the transitional gap of junior and 
professional circuit molded especially for Asian Tennis players. The launch of the first 
tournament of the reformed circuit would hit off in the Indian city of Pune, India on April 
22nd,2019 with US $3000 Men event & on April 29th, 2019 with US $3000 Women event. The 
new and reformed circuit of ATT have also incorporated reservation for Under 18 Juniors along 
with Under 23 Professionals.  
 
We are also delighted to inform that the APIN (Asian Player Identification Number) 
registration for participation in ATT Tournaments is going live from February 20, 2019. You 
may log in to www.asiantennis.com to register today!! 
 
Registration of APIN will give each player their individual account and log in through which the 
players would be able to access the ATT calendar and enter and withdraw from the ATT 
tournaments online. The entries and withdrawal for ATT tournaments which will be accessible 
through APIN portals will start very soon using the APIN credentials. However, please note 
that only players with passport/Identity card from 44 affiliated nations of ATF will be able to 
obtain an APIN which will be valid for one calendar year and would attach a yearly fee of $20 
 

ATT aims to provide a platform for the Asian players to develop and strive harder for the success 

in climbing ladder to World Professional Circuit. We are confident that with more than 30 

weeks already confirmed from close to 10 nations, new ATT can be a huge success and will 

have a positive impact on professional tennis across Asia. ATT is accompanied by a lot of 

benefits for players including future tie ups with Big Events, Wild Cards options in Pro circuit 

tournaments among many others to come. 

We congratulate all the host nations on taking the profound initiative forward and wish them 
luck for a smooth and successful season.  
 
 

http://www.asiantennis.com/

